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The 920-130 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 920-130 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 920-130 exam is very challenging, but with our 920-130 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 920-130 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Nortel 920-130 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 920-130 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Nortel exam
- 920-130 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 920-130 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 920-130 tested and verified before publishing
- 920-130 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 920-130 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Nortel certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 920-130 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 920-130 test is an important part of Nortel certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 920-130 exam is essential and core part of Nortel certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 920-130 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Nortel 920-130 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 920-130 now!
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QUESTION 1:
Certkiller .com installed a Symposium Express Call center (SECC) with Voice Services card.
The customer added a few new phone sets and CDNs and executed a data import after Voice Services had
been configured. Since then complaints have been received that channels cannot be acquired by the VS
service and te status of the Voice Series card is logged in? What is the first step in troubleshooting this
problem?
A. Reboot SECC server
B. Reset voice service card
C. Make sure that voice service are still acquired on the switch
D. Make sure that voice services ports are acquired as agents instead of voice ports
Answer: D
QUESTION 2:
Certkiller .com with Meridian mail installed Symposium Express call center (SECC). They use
meridian Mail for playing announcements and menus after a while, they notice phantom calls? In the
SECC client Real time display (RTD). Phantom calls are calls which exist in RTD but not in the real
world. What is the first step in troubleshooting this fault?
A. Restart meridian mail
B. Restart SECC server
C. Check that meridian mail ports used by SECC are not shared with any other application.
D. Check that the password did not expire for meridian mail mailbox used for stored announcements
Answer: C
QUESTION 3:
Certkiller .com working a third-party program with a Symposium Experss call center system
has a blue screen after installing Pc an where software what is the most likely resolution for this
problem?
A. Uninstall antivirus software, restart server
B. Uninstall smart start utilities , restart server
C. Uninstall third-party software (word processing, graphic), restart server
D. Pc Any where software is not compatible. Uninstall pa Any where restart server
Answer: C
QUESTION 4:
An administrator at Certkiller .com site is about to install Symposium Experss call center and
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